E-Track Curriculum Policies
Graduate School of Economics
In contribution towards the global ideals of Tokyo International University, the Graduate School of Economics offers
English language degree programs in addition to its programs taught in Japanese. Students enrolled in English
Language programs will therefore attend lectures, receive academic guidance, and graduate with either a master’s
degree or Ph.D. in economics officially in the said language. Herein, the Graduate School Economics has established a
curriculum with an objective to fulfill TIU’s Diploma Policy and provide the following attributes:

Master’s program
The Graduate School of Economics offers courses that enable students to fully absorb the contents of traditional
economic-science and learn about a variety of economic fields that have developed considerably in recent years.
1.

These courses also allow students to learn the basics of economic logic/history and well-established economic
theories. As such, students will foster the abilities for researching domestic and international policy issues.

2.

Undergoing a well-structured educational program, students will acquire specialist knowledge in a diverse
range of economic fields.

3.

A multitude of lecture-based classes enables students to fully develop a wide range of skills and abilities.

4.

With regards to thesis writing, academic guidance from major and minor academic advisors will enable
students to gain diverse analytical and problem-solving abilities, which are indispensable traits to have when
conducting independent, high-level research.

5.

Knowledge gained from joint-workshop seminars coupled with participating in mid-term interim report
sessions will give students the components necessary to satisfy the requirements of a master’s thesis.

Doctoral program
The structure of the Ph.D. course provides students with exceptionally sound knowledge of economic research.
1.

With guidance from both major and minor academic advisors, students will participate in joint-workshops and
research presentations. These sessions will be the platform from which students can enhance their skills in
conducting independent, cutting-edge research.

